Regenerative activity of the lung after epithelial injury.
Lung epithelial cells use remarkably adaptive sensing and signaling systems to maintain a physiological state supporting gas exchange and minimizing environmental insults. One facet of epithelial adaptability is the reversible acquisition of mesenchymal features, a process termed epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). Although in the adult, permanent and complete EMT appears rare or non-existent, a growing body of evidence implicates a critical role for the activation of EMT signaling in tissue remodeling, including fibrotic lung disease. The specific phenotypes of cells undergoing EMT re-programming during epithelial responses to injury continue to be defined and are reviewed here. Several recent studies implicate epithelial expression of canonical EMT transcription factors, such as Snail and Twist1, with the acquisition of a less differentiated, more proliferative stem-like state, providing an additional link between activation of EMT signaling and tissue repair. In lung airways, proliferating variant clara cells rely upon Snail for effective epithelial repair, and in the breast, cells possessing the greatest regenerative capacity also express Snail2. The ongoing elucidation of signaling underlying epithelial stem/progenitor expansion coincides with recent discoveries implicating regenerative activity in the lung, possibly including de novo regeneration of airway and alveolar units. It remains largely unknown what signals drive organization of epithelial progenitor cells that expand after lung injury, to what degree such organization is ever functionally relevant, and whether the lung regenerative potential recently observed in mouse models extends to humans. Yet these unknowns with clinical potential bring future mechanistic studies of EMT and lung repair directly into the field of regenerative medicine. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Fibrosis: Translation of basic research to human disease.